Topic Sentence:
The two different educational journals from University of Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo. Both of them explain about the difficulties learning English and problem solving based on Megawati (2016a) & Megawati (2016b)

I. Journal Description

Pedagogia and JEES Journal is same ways to facilities scholars, research articles or review articles the lectures by University of Muhammadiyah. All of it is orginal journal by lecture in University of Muhammadiyah. Pedagogia’s website is about education journal, but that used Bahasa. Jess's website is about education on general and used English. The title on Pedagogia’s website is so long. This is important for people who want to know one of that journal. The title on Jees’s website is too short. Actually, this is effective to make the readers understand the point of it. The background of Pedagogia’s website is more colourful and looked interest. The background of Jees’s website looked simple.

II. Content of Article

Pedagogia : Pedagogia : This journal describe English learning problems in all skills reported by the learners as non – English Department students and how to solve that problem.

JEES : This journal describe the students’ self- efficacy on their writing competence. The subjects of this study were three students from Thailand. The students’ responses in questionnaire were analyzed through frequency distribution and percentage.

III. Method

Both of them used qualitative data. Use questionnaire to proof the research.

IV. Significance

All journal are good information to the readers. But, I think the good one is in Pedagogia. Because Pedagogia explain about difficulties to learning English in all aspects.

Concluding sentence:
When the two of journals has many articles with different content and benefit, which one do you like to read? One of journal which gives many advantages or one of journal which gives knowledge clearly?
1. **Point by Point Method**

   Both of the journal is good because all information in there explain about the English learning problem, and also how find the way to solve that problem. Reading Pedagogia Journal (Megawati, 2016a) more easy than read JEES. Pedagogia Journal more detail to explain the difficulties English Learning (listening, reading, speaking and writing). First Pedagoga Journal used Bahasa in the text. This is useful for people who less in English skill. If JEES (Megawati, 2016b) used English for all information. That is good but if there are any people who less in English skill, they difficult to understand every words in there. Because not all of people have English skill. Second, Pedagoia Journal explain the benefit of learning English, one of the benefit you can get a better job that you want. If you read JEES you only know about self-efficacy in writing skill that important for you to be an author. Third, Pedagogia Journal used several student in University of Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo (UMSIDA) for the object research, not only in English Faculty. That is important to know how far the student understand about English Language during they study in UMSIDA. If JEES used 3 student from Thailand as object research. That is only know the writing skill of foreign student who study in UMSIDA to proof the self-efficacy that student. Meanwhile, in Pedagogia’s website has many visitors from different countries. It is begun longer than JEES. All in all, why would any one want to read Pedagogia Journal?

2. **Block Method**

   Both of the journal is good because all information in there explain about the English learning problem, but also find the way to solve that problem. Reading Pedagogia journal is more easy to read than JEES. Pedagogia more detail to explain the difficulties learning English (listening, reading, speaking, and writing). First, Pedagogia has various content which useful for people who don’t know English. Pedagogia explain about the benefit people must learning English. That can be a big motivation to study English better for someone. The contents has variety information that someone never find it before, like the statement people about speaking be the based to know how far you understand your skill in English. Actually that is wrong statement, people who have skill in English must understand all aspect not only in speaking but writing, listening and reading also. This Pedagogia Journal (Megawati, 2016a) used qualitative research method and used observation, recording, and questionnaire as the instruments. The object to describe English learning from non-English Department students during the classroom activities. If JEES used 3 student from Thailand as object research. That is only know the writing skill of foreign student who study in UMSIDA to proof the self-efficacy that student. Meanwhile, in Pedagogia’s website has many visitors from different countries. It is begun longer than JEES. All in all, why would any one want to read Pedagogia Journal?
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